
Your ability to manage the increasingly complex 
requirements of this fluid workplace is critical 
to keep your business running smoothly. Sanity 
Solutions, a Dell EMC Titanium-level partner, 
specializes in the comprehensive solutions and 
services you need to compete in this global market 
by identifying your unique business needs and 
creating strategic goals and technical solutions to 
maximize your investments and results. 

The struggle is real: Transforming your workforce 
involves small shifts in technology that can 
have huge impacts on everything from costs to 
productivity, security to mobility, and management 
to support services. Yet, your employees want 
freedom from wires, intelligent performance, 
and access to the data they need anytime and 
from anywhere, leaving you stuck managing the 
precarious net difference between profitability and 
productivity. Consider this:  

Modern Business Starts  
in the Workplace

The evolving speed of global business requires that your employees have the 
tools to stay productive whenever, wherever, and however it’s needed.

of security breaches originate 
at the end user.

of users would quit a job over 
poor technology.

of job seekers say tech 
influences which job they take.

of employees think their 
workspace isn’t smart enough.
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Mobility on Demand
Your employees want simplified, mobile access to 
work, and you want unparalleled security solutions 
that allow data to safely move with them. Design 
your mobility strategy for the way employees really 
work with Sanity Solutions’ desktops and laptops 
from Dell EMC. 

Latitude 7000 Series: The most innovative 2-in-1 
form factor for high-end professionals

Latitude 5000 Series: The most secure 2-in-1 
notebook-replacement class tablet

OptiPlex 5000 Series: Fully featured commercial 
desktop with advanced performance, security, and 
manageability

OptiPlex 7000 Series: Ultimate performance for 
enterprise-class management and security in 
innovative, compact designs

With the rich screens and great designs, you can 
attract and retain top talent, increase employee 
engagement, and provide the most secure mobile 
experience. 

Right-Sized Management and Services
Behind the IT curtain is where the real magic 
happens. Any changes to technology come with a 
host of complexities that involve the management 
of the PC lifecycle, the automation of your PC 
deployment process, and how to scale your 
network on demand. The required resources 
for any shift can be staggering. Ease your IT 
management load with Dell EMC solutions  
from Sanity.

• Client Command Suite, Dell’s free    
 management tools automate and streamline   
 system deployment, configuration, monitoring,   
 and updates.

• AirWatch allows you to manage all users and  
 devices from a single vendor console and drive  
 down  the total cost of ownership with desired  
 end-user devices.

• ProDeploy Client Suite helps you deploy PCs   
 with greater speed and less effort

• ProSupport Plus offers you complete support   
 with minimal effort for PCs and tablets

By minimizing any management hassles, Sanity 
helps you drive down the total cost of ownership 
and save hours on the deployment and support. 

Why Sanity Solutions?
With hundreds of certifications across technical, 
implementation, and sales functions, Sanity 
Solutions is dedicated to servicing clients across 
industries including state, local, education, and 
federal organizations. We are committed to 
delivering value through true partnerships and 
legendary customer experience. 
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